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Abstract
Wehave demonstrated efficient injection and trapping of a cold positron beam in a dipolemagnetic
field configuration. The intense 5 eVpositron beamwas provided by theNEutron induced POsitron
sourceMUniCh facility at theHeinzMaier-Leibnitz Zentrum, and transported into the confinement
region of the dipolefield trap generated by a supported, permanentmagnet with 0.6 T strength at the
pole faces.We achieved transport into the region offield lines that do not intersect the outerwall using
the E B´ drift of the positron beambetween a pair of tailored plates that created the electric field.We
present evidence that up to 38%of the beamparticles are able to reach the intended confinement
region andmake at least a 180° rotation around themagnet where they annihilate on an insertable
target.When the target is removed and the E B´ plate voltages are switched off, confinement of a
small population persists for on the order of 1 ms. These results lend optimism to our larger aims to
apply amagnetic dipole field configuration for trapping of both positrons and electrons in order to test
predictions of the unique properties of a pair plasma.

1. Introduction

The unusual confinement properties of a dipolemagnetic field for charged particles were first recognized in the
context of planetarymagnetospheres. Among them is a tendency of the charged particle density profile to
become steeper by inward diffusion [1–3]. Contrary tomost other devices, a dipolemagnetic field is suitable for
storing both neutral and non-neutral plasma by externalfields alone [4, 5]. Besides being of interest in its own
right, thisfield configuration is therefore an excellent candidate for the storage of a neutral pair plasma
consisting of only electrons and positrons. If this type of plasma could be created and confined in a laboratory,
predictions are that it would have quite unusual properties not hitherto observed in conventional plasma [6].

In studies of themagnetic confinement of conventional plasma, the plasma is typically produced by
ionization of neutral gas. For an electron–positron plasma, the analogous process would require dissociation of
positronium (Ps), which indeed has been suggested [7]. The production of significant quantities of Ps is an active
area of research [8], andmay need several years of dedicatedwork before reachingmaturity.

Amore basic prerequisite is the availability of sufficient numbers of positrons. Currently, themost intense
positron sources use a neutron capture reaction and subsequent pair production from energetic γ ray photons at
a nuclear reactor to produce a directed,mono-energetic positron beam.One example is theNEutron induced
POsitron sourceMUniCh (NEPOMUC) facility at theHeinzMaier-Leibnitz Zentrum (MLZ) inMunich,
Germany [9]. In order to generate pair plasmas in a closed field line trap, we have to transport on the order of
1010 positrons (and electrons) acrossfield lines. Prior to the construction of a superconducting accumulator and
trap system for the creation of pair plasmas [7], we are conducting proof-of-principle studies on the injection
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schemes using a prototype dipole field trap generated by a permanentmagnet. Here, we describe experiments in
whichwe inject the positron beam fromNEPOMUC into the confinement region of amagnetic dipole field in
the prototype device. This result is a key step required for creating an electron–positron plasma in this type
offield.

Injection of charged particles into amagnetic dipole field has been studied in a number of experiments in a
geophysical context, the earliest of themdating back to the turn of the last century [10].Most often, a spherical
magnetic dipole, sometimes called ‘terrella’ (little Earth), was used. Early work in this direction has been
summarized in [11] andmore recent results are, for example, in [12]. Here, we consider a slightly different idea,
namely tomanipulate particle trajectories using a tailored, static electric field to inject particles into the
confinement region via the E B´ drift. This idea has been considered for adding positrons to an electron
plasma trapped in a stellarator, and injection has beenmade plausible by numerical simulations [13].We are not
aware of any prior experimental demonstration of this scheme.

The trajectories of particles confined in dipolemagnetic fields have also been studied, both in the context of
terrella experiments [14] and in basic research on nuclear fusion. Of greatest relevance here are studies on pure
electron plasmas in thefield of a levitated, superconducting current loop (RT-1) [15], which achieved
confinement for up to 300 s [5, 16]. Recently, it has been also reported that a significant population of
antiprotons is confined in Earth’smagnetosphere [17, 18].

2. Experimental setup

Our experiments, which are part of A Positron-Electron eXperiment (APEX) project, were conducted at the
open beamport ofNEPOMUC [9]. AtNEPOMUC, the thermalized neutrons from the research reactor
ForschungsReaktorMünchen II (FRM II) are used to create high-energy γ radiation via the nuclear reaction
113Cd(n, γ) 114Cd. Positrons are generated by pair production in a Pt structure located in the tip of a beam tube.
Subsequentmoderation in Pt leads to the emission ofmonoenergetic positrons at the surface. Electric and
magnetic fields are used to form a bright andmonoenergetic positron beam, inwhich the bias of the Pt foil
determines the kinetic energy of the positron beam. After a recent upgrade, NEPOMUCdeliversmore than 109

moderated positrons per second [19].Most of the experiments conducted at theNEPOMUCbenefit from
brightness enhancement, which is generated outside the reactor shielding by focusing the primary positron
beamonto a tungsten single crystal and subsequent (re-)moderation inside the crystal. By biasing the crystal and
adjusting the extraction fields, the energy of the remoderated positron beam can be set in awide range between 5
and 300 eV. The remoderated beamhas an enhanced phase space density, and due to the high efficiency of the
device still contains 5%–10%of the original particle flux.

A sketch of the experimental setup is shown infigure 1. In operation, two turbomolecular pumps (not
shown) evacuate the apparatus to a base pressure of 7 10 6´ - Pa. The positron beam in theNEPOMUC
beamline ismagnetically guidedwith afield of typically 5 mT. A set ofHelmholtz coils providesmatching of the
guiding field up to the entrance of the experimental chamber (see figure 1(a)). Upstreamof the entry point,
additional correction coils (8 10 cm´ rectangular shape and 15 turns) allow two-dimensional steering of the
beampropagation direction. Centrally located in themain vacuumchamber, a permanent neodymiummagnet
with afield of 0.6 T at its surface is positioned in a copper case. Above themagnet, a pair of non-magnetic
stainless-steel E B´ plates produce a static electric field orthogonal to themagnetic guiding field. Each of the
plates is biased toV VE B=  ´ with respect to the chamberwall. Directions ofmagnetic field lines and of the
E B´ drift are shown in thefigure. Themagnet case and an electrically connected supporting rod are insulated
from the chamber in order to apply a bias potential V .mag For control of injection and confinement properties, a
cylindrical outer electrodewith a diameter of 18 cm and height of 30 cm is installed and is biased toV .oe At the
equator of the trap chamber on the opposite side of themagnet from the E B´ plates, amovable target probe is
placed for the direct detection of positrons in the confinement region. The target tip is a 1 cm 1 cm´ non-
magnetic stainless-steel plate and connected to a supporting rod. The tip and supporting rod are electrically
insulated from the chamber and can be used as a positron current collector. At the connection to the open beam
port (the topmost part shown in the sketch), an insulated copper cylinder is located in the beam tube, which
permits rapid blocking of the positron beamby applying an electric potential using a solid-state switch.

A top view of the experiment is shown infigure 1(b). In our experiment, positrons were detected by
observing annihilation γ ray photons from two different positions: first from themovable target probe (and part
of the outer electrode) and second from the top of themagnet case. Two scintillation detectors (BGOcrystals of
22 mmdiameter and 25 mm length fromKorthKristalle withHamamatsuH10425 photomultipliers)were
used, whose viewing angles were limited by arrangements of lead bricks. The detector signals were processed
withOrtec 855 amplifiers and 551 timing SCAs, and the numbers of 511 keV γ raywere recordedwithCanberra
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2071Adigital counters. In the following, thesewill be referred to as BGO1 (viewing the target) and 2 (viewing
themagnet case).

3. Trajectory calculations

Thefield strength of the permanentmagnet greatly exceeds the guiding field in the beamline.Without the
application of appropriately adjusted external fields,most positrons are reflected back up the beamline, due to
magneticmirroring or are simply lost by hitting themagnet case. Because of that, it is not clear a priori, whether a
significant fraction of the positrons can enter the confinement region at all. In order to developways around this
problem (and because of less than satisfactory results from afirst set of experiments), we have done detailed
trajectory simulations of positrons in the applied electric andmagnetic fields. By doing so, we have found a
configuration of electric field elements which appears promising. Simulations have been done using the
SIMIONprogramme [20], with a spatial grid density of 1 mm in a non-axisymmetricmagnetic field generated
by combination of field coils and the permanentmagnet as well as realistic electrostatic boundary conditions.
Calculations neglected interactions of positronswith each other, andwith charged or neutral background
particles. This is justified because of the low density of the remoderated positron beam.

Typical results of the calculations are shown infigure 2. A 5 eV positronwith a velocity ratio of
v v v: : 0.3 : 0 : 1x y z = - was injected into the dipole trap from the beamline.When the E B´ plates are not
biased, the positron is guided towards the top of themagnet, wheremost of thefield lines in the beamline
converge due to the strongfield gradient.When the particle is not in the loss cone, it is reflected due to themirror
effects (orbit 1 in the figure). By biasing the E B´ plates so that the radial drift is directed towards the
confinement region (see figure 1 for the bias polarity and field direction), the particle drifts inward and ontofield
lines in the confinement region (orbit 2).When an appropriateVE B´ is not applied, positrons are not injected
into the confinement region, but are lostmainly by hitting the outer electrode (orbit 3). Our results show that
particlesmay enter into themagnetic dipole field and bemirror trappedwithout hitting themagnet case, and
will precess toroidally around themagnet while bouncing up and down along themagnetic field lines. The
typical toroidal rotation frequency due to the precessionmotion is a few tens of kHz (see below).

After being successfully injected from the beamline, a positron is confined in the trap until it is lost on the
surfaces ofmagnet case, outer electrode, or other electrodes. As shown infigure 3, theflight time of a positron
depends on the pitch angle of a particle as well as onV .E B´ When v v v: : 0 : 0 : 1x y z = - and 0.1 : 0 : 1,- as
shownwith solid and dot lines in thefigure, the particle is in the loss cone and is lost on themagnet case just after
it drifts close to themagnet. On the other hand, effective drift injection into the confinement region is realized by

Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental set-up. (a)A side view of the vacuum chamber and the interface to theNEPOMUCpositron
beam at the open beamport. Blue lines showmagneticfield lines. (b)Top view of themain chamber, showing the viewing angles of the
two scintillation detectors used tomonitor positron injection.
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the application of a wide range of positiveVE B´ valueswhen v 0.2.x  Because of the strongly inhomogeneous
field strength and rather complicated chamber and electrode geometries, the flight time shows non-linear
behaviourwith variation ofV .E B´ It is expected that several tens of percent of injected particles are guided into
the confinement region, for a positron beamwithfinite perpendicular temperature [21].

While doing these simulations, we have noted that shielding of the stray electric field produced by the pair of
E B´ plates is important.Without reducing the stray fields, the particle orbits tend to expand during the
precessionmotion, resulting in early annihilation of particles on the outer electrode. In order to prevent these
effects, the grounded shielding electrode, seen near themagnet infigures 1 and 2, has been added in the
experiment.

In order to quantify the injection efficiency and loss channels numerically, 1000 positrons were injected
from the beamline into the trap (figure 4). In this calculation, we setV 100 VE B =´ andV V 0 V.mag oe= = The
positronswere given a randomized set of perpendicular energies as explained in thefigure caption.When the
target probe is retracted, themain loss channels are the outer electrode and themagnet case, as expected from the
particle properties described above. By placing the target probe in the confinement region, some particles are lost
at the target aftermaking a 180° toroidal rotation in the dipole field, instead of hitting themagnet case or outer
electrode. Because the toroidal precession velocity was slow enough comparedwith the bouncemotion, all
positrons are lost on the target when they cross the same r–z cross section as that of the target probe. Therefore it
is expected that we can effectively detect positrons after the initial half toroidal rotation at the target.

Figure 2.Typical trajectories of a 5 eV positronwith an initial velocity ratio of v v v: : 0.3 : 0 : 1.0.x y z = - Without the application
of E B´ plate bias (V 0 V,E B =´ orbit 1), the positron is lost by reflecting back up the beamline bymagneticmirror.When the
E B´ plates are biased to V 95 VE B =´ (orbit 2), the positron is transported across field lines and injected into the confinement
region.When V 150 VE B =´ (orbit 3), the positron is not injected to the dipole field and is lost on the outer electrode. The shield
electrode and themagnet casewere set to 0 V against the chamber.One of the E B´ electrodes is not shown.

Figure 3. Simulated flight time of positrons in the dipole trap as a function of V .E B´ Apositronwith an energy of 5 eVwas injectedwith
different velocity ratios in the parallel (z) and perpendicular (x) directions. By positively (seefigure 1 for the polarity) biasing the VE B´
plates, some positrons are transported into toroidal precession orbits, which exhibit relatively long flight times.
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4. Experimental results

4.1. Particle injection into the dipolefield
Guided by these simulations, we have conducted experiments to test this injection scheme.We have found that
besides optimizingV ,E B´ the steering coil current and the bias voltages on themagnet case (Vmag) and the outer
electrode (Voe) had a strong influence on the results. Effective injectionwas realized by applyingV 5.5 V,oe =
whichwas just above the positron beam energy of 5 eV. For a given setting of the steering coils, we show results
for positron injection as a function ofVE B´ infigure 5 and as a function ofVmag infigure 6. In bothfigures, the
left panel shows annihilation counts from the detector viewing the retractable positron target. As positrons have
to precess around themagnet by 180° before annihilating on this plate, we interpret a surplus of annihilation
counts from this target in its ‘in’ position as a signature of positron injection into the confinement region. Since
the detector does not exclusively view the target area, it is useful to compare annihilation counts with the target
in its ‘in’ and ‘out’ positions. Figures 5 and 6 indeed show a significant increase of the annihilation counts when
the target is inserted, which is strongest for settings of aroundV 180 VE B =´ and amagnet bias of
V 15 V.mag = - These settings aremarkedwith black arrows infigures 5 and 6.Observing good injection
conditions at these values of the parameters is in reasonable agreement with our simulations, as explained in the
next subsection.

A cross-check of our interpretation is possible by comparing annihilation on the target probe to annihilation
on themagnet case (panel (b) in bothfigures). For the conditions we found optimal, it is seen that the increase of
particles annihilating on the target is accompanied by a decrease of particles observed on themagnet, always
measured relative to the count ratewith retracted target. This can only be the case if those positrons, that are
injected into themagnetic fieldwhen the target is retracted,make even longer trajectories—trajectories that

Figure 4. (a) Fraction of confined positrons versus timewith the target probe inserted and retracted (simulated results). At t= 0 s,
1000 positrons with a kinetic energy of 5 eVwere injected into the trap. The velocity ratio was v v v v v: : : : 1,x y z a b= - where va

and vb were distributed randomly between−0.2 and 0.2. (b)Ratio of positrons lost at (1) E B´ and shield plates, (2) outer electrode,
(3)magnet case, and (4) target plate, for the cases when the target is retracted (top) and inserted (bottom).

Figure 5.Counts on the scintillation detectorsmonitoring the target probe (a) and the top of the permanentmagnet (b)with the
E B´ plates set to V .E B ´ Circles denotemeasurements with the target probe inserted, triangles with the target probe retracted. A
beam energy of 5 eVwas used. Accumulation timewas 10 s. Themagnet case was biased to V 15 Vmag = - and the outer electrode to
V 5.5 V.oe =
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cross the azimuthal region of the target probe and reenter the solid angle observed by detector 2. This is
consistent with numerical results shown infigure 4.

4.2. Toroidal driftmotion
While the dependence of our results on the value ofVE B´ is expected and quite natural, the dependence on the
bias of themagnet case requires some explanation. A charged particle in amagnetic dipole field undergoes
gyromotion around thefield lines, and bouncemotion between regions of highmagnetic fields near the poles
(see figure 2). Additionally, the guiding centres of the gyratingmotion of the particles experience a toroidal drift
motion around themagnet. Threemechanisms cause these driftmotions [22]. Two of them are the curvature
drift and grad-B drift, which are thefirst and second terms of

W W

qB R B
v

R B2
, 1d

c

c
2

=
+ ´^ ( )

in the limit of negligible volumetric currents. Here q is the charge, B themagnetic field, B B ,= ∣ ∣ W and Ŵ the
kinetic energies ofmotion parallel and perpendicular to B,Rc the radius of curvature vector for the field line,
pointing outward from its centre of curvature, and R R .c c= ∣ ∣ Weaim for an order ofmagnitude estimate of the
drift frequency fd of positrons, precessing around themagnet at distance r from the axis of themagnetic dipole.
We approximate that r R2 c» in the dipole field. Inserting q= e into (1), we have

f
W W

r eB

2
. 2d 2p

»
+ ^ ( )

Note that the ratio ofW to Ŵ is different for each particle, therefore although all particles experience both types
of drift, the respective contributions to the drift are different. In our case,W is greater than Ŵ and the curvature
drift dominates. For the strength of our permanentmagnet, we obtain an approximate precession frequency of
f 60 kHzd = for 5 eVpositrons at a radial position of 5 cm (where B 20~ mT).

An additional toroidal drift occurs when an electric field is produced by biasing themagnet with respect to
the outer electrode, BE B .2´ For a potential difference VD between themagnet and the electrode, this drift
takes the approximate form

f
F V

r B2
, 3E B 2p

=
D

´ ( )

where F is a geometrical factor of order b aln .( ) Here a is the radius of themagnet and b is the radius of the outer
electrode. The sense of rotation of this toroidal drift depends on the sign of the electricfield. In other words, by
biasing themagnet and outer electrode appropriately, we can practically cancel or enhance the toroidal drift due
to themagnetic effects outlined above. For the example above, a potential difference of approximately

V 10 VD = - is sufficient to cancel themagnetic drifts.
We have numerically calculated the positron orbits in approximately the geometry of our experiment, in

order to assess the effects ofmagnet case and outer electrode bias. Infigure 7, the fraction of trapped particles is
plotted for the set ofVmag andVoe after 5, 10, 20, and 50 μs from injection. In all cases, the ratio
V V: 15 : 5.5,mag oe = - so that the E B´ drift velocity varied but the electrostatic potential in the confinement
region did not greatly change in each of the calculations. For each data set, 200 positrons with a kinetic energy of
5 eVwere injected at t= 0 swith randomperpendicular energies satisfying v v, 0.4,a b  where
v v v v v: : : : 1.x y z a b= - The dependence of the trap time onVmag is explained as follows: The radial electric
field, generated by a potential difference between themagnet case and the outer electrode, is distorted by the
effects of the E B´ and shield plates. Some particles are lost by vertically drifting outward due to the error

Figure 6. Same asfigure 5, for variable bias of themagnet case. V 180 V.E B =´ The outer electrodewas set to V 5.5 V.oe =
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electric field in the azimuthal direction.When V12 V 5 Vmag- < < - infigure 7, such a lossmechanism aswell
as expansion toward the outer electrode is dominant, resulting in short confinement. By further biasing the
magnet case negatively, the cancellation ofmagnetic drift precessionmotion results in relatively long trap times.
When themagnet is biased belowV 13 V,mag < - more particles have relatively longflight times compared to
the casewithV 0 V.mag =

Given the above, we interpret the enhancement of annihilation counts at the target for negativemagnet bias
as being caused by a cancellation of themagnetic driftmotion by the E B´ drift, which seems to reduce the
outward drift of the positrons and subsequent loss on the outer electrode. It is also possible that for some
positrons thefield is sufficiently strong to reverse the direction of toroidal precession, such that they reach the
annihilation plate from the other side.Why this would lead to an increase in signal remains to be clarified by
further experiments focusing on the effects of electrode bias and steering coil currents.

4.3. Positron current and injection efficiency
The positronfluxmeasured on the ‘upstream insertable plate’ (figure 1(a)) using a current integrating amplifier
amounted to 2.3 0.2 107 ´( ) s for a 5 eVbeam [21]. The actual beam currentmay be up to a factor of
approximately two times higher due to reflection of positrons by the plate. The positron currentmeasured on
the retractable target probe as a function of the radial position is shown infigure 8. The target probe collects
positrons on orbits that intersect the probe and its shaft, extending to the outer wall. Results show that positrons
are distributed between a radial position of 3.5 and 6.9 cm from the axis of themagnet in the confinement
region. Saturation of themeasured current at smaller distances shows that the positrons do not reach this higher
field region. Thesemeasurements show that about 38 %of the positrons are able to reach the closed field region
andmake at least one half turn around themagnet.

Figure 7. Fraction of simulated trapped positrons (integrated fromprobe position to outer electrode) after 5, 10, 20, and 50μs
following injection as a function of Vmag and outer electrode Voe . The ratio of V Vandmag oe was kept to be−15 :5.5. 200 particles were
randomly injected for each of the calculation conditions.

Figure 8.Positron currentmeasured on the target probe as a function of radial position. Current is expressed as a fraction of the
currentmeasured on the insertable plate, upstream of the steering coils (seefigure 1(a)). Bias voltages were set to the optimized values,
as given in the text.
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4.4. Lifetime
Wedetermined the lifetime of the positron cloud in the dipole trap by turning off the positron beamwith a fast
switch on an upstreambias electrode.We then used a scintillation detector observing thewhole target chamber,
tomeasure annihilation counts as a function of delay time tD after the beamwas blocked. After blocking the
beamat t= 0 s (the rise time of electrode voltage was less than 200 ns), wemeasured the annihilation counts
from t t= D to tD + 10ms. The datawere accumulated over 4000 inject-block-count cycles for each value of

t.D The detected counts per cycle as a function of tD are plotted infigure 9. Background levels were subtracted
using datameasured in a similarmanner butwith the positron beam electrostatically blocked. In these
experiments, scintillation detectors viewed the entire confinement region (BGO1) ormore localized area near
themagnet (BGO2).Whenwe applied dcVE B´ for the entire cycle, the observed lifetimes τwere 18 sm (BGO1)
and 25 sm (BGO2), as shown infigure 9(a), which are comparable to the toroidal precession time due to the
cross-field drifts, indicating that particles survive, on average, about one toroidal precession orbit.

Asymmetric fields used to inject positrons from the beamlinemay be responsible for ejection of positrons
after one toroidal precession.We tested this hypothesis by switching off the positron beamupstream,
simultaneous to switching off the bias on the E B´ plates, and subsequentlymeasure the confinement of the
injected positrons. As shown infigure 9(b), we observed a decay characterized by two different time constants,
one of whichwasmuch longer than in the cases when dcVE B´ voltages were applied. The longer confinement
timeswere 3.7 ms (BGO1) and 5.4 ms (BGO2), implying that injected positrons survived formany toroidal
rotation periods in the dipole field. The decay times observed by BGO2were longer than the BGO1data, which
is consistent with the long-lived positron component being distributed in a strongmagnetic field region.

Besides the positron beam injection experiments detailed above, we have also performed test experiments, in
which an electron beam from aheated filamentwas injected into the same dipolefield. In those experiments,
lifetimes in the 100 ms rangewere observed, indicating that the permanentmagnet dipole device has amuch
longer confinement capability for single component charged particles. It is possible that further optimization of
positron injection scheme results in improved confinement properties. In order to further transport positrons
into the confinement region and to realize a long-confinement and high-density state, we plan to apply spatially
and temporally variable electric fields (i.e., a ‘rotatingwall’) for injection in future experiments.

5. Summary

In summary, we succeeded in injecting positrons into a dipolemagnetic field, produced by a supported
permanentmagnet. Using a static electric field to produce an E B´ drift, wewere able to transport a cold,
directed positron beam fromoutside into the region offield lines that do not intersect the outer wall. Optimal
injection conditionswere obtainedwhen themagnet was biased relative to the outerwall with a polarity such
that the resulting toroidal E B´ drift was of comparablemagnitude and in the opposite direction of the
curvature drift. An injection efficiency of approximately 38%was achieved, and particle lifetime in the trapwas
about 5 ms. For future experiments on the confinement of positrons and electrons over long times, wewill
construct a superconducting, levitated current loop. Besides producing a stronger confinementfield, such a
device eliminates the effects offield lines that intersect the poles of a permanentmagnet.

Figure 9.Countsmeasuredwith scintillation detector 1 (viewing thewhole dipole region, squares) and detector 2 (viewing near the
magnet, diamonds) (a)when dc voltage of VE B=´ 180 Vwas applied to the E B´ plates and (b)when VE B=´ 180 Vwas applied only
during injection. Decay time constants were obtained by (a) exponential and (b) double exponential fitting of the data. Themagnet
case and outer electrodewere biased to V 14mag = - Vand V 6oe = V.
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